
2022 Social Media Policy

We want and encourage our athletes to feel empowered to share their training and

experience with MCA on social media. However, to ensure the safety and wellbeing of our

athletes and staff, and that the club is represented in a way that aligns with our CREED,

we have put in place these guidelines for our athletes and wider gym community.

Personal Social Media

We ask that when athletes share posts about MCA to their personal social media, they tag

our accounts, so that we can reshare them (@mcacheer on most sites!). As a general rule,

we expect anyone who is posting about MCA or related to MCA to ensure they uphold the

following guidelines:

- No bullying of anyone, including team mates and others in the MCA community

- No content of a sexual nature including comments and photos

- Negativity or bullying of other teams or clubs is not acceptable in any circumstance

- No inappropriate language or swearing

- No inappropriate use of the MCA training and competition uniform. Uniform must

be worn in a the correct manner at all times

Please remember that we want to uphold our MCA CREED in any posts pertaining to the

gym or anything affiliated with MCA, so please keep your tone positive.

Team Pages

Some elite teams have the option to run a team instagram account to post updates from

the team and share content for MCA to repost. Typically it will be the team captains

running this page. They will be in charge of what content is posted, and liaise with the

MCA Social Media manager to ensure what they are posting is appropriate.

Interactions with staff/other athletes

MCA Staff will never contact athletes about any official office communication via social

media unless they cannot be contacted via any other means and it is a case of urgency.

Our primary source of communication between athletes and staff is via email or Band

messages. If athletes are underage, wherever possible an additional coach or

parent/guardian will be added to the message.

Similarly, we ask athletes not to contact coaches directly via social media, and if they

have any questions to contact the office. Athletes can contact coaches on Band, however

coaches are not expected to be checking their messages 24/7, so if the issue is time

sensitive, please contact the office directly.

Team group chats

Any team based chat is required to have a coach added to monitor content and ensure

discussion is appropriate. Again, coaches are here to keep an eye on this, but will not be

expected to be checking this constantly or be particularly involved in discussion, so the

expectation is for athletes to hold themselves accountable and uphold this policy.
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